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East End Community Council of Bridgeport
Bridgeport, Connecticut

(203) 334-7622
1149 Stratford Ave
Bridgeport, CT 06607-1324

“I firmly believe that the East End
Community Council has a
responsibility to be a democratic
organization in the issues that we
focus on and we regularly take
votes on subject matter within our
organization.”
-Gary

Owens, EECC associate

CTPost.com
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Background/History of the Organization
The East End Community Council is a non-profit organization that has focused on community
health and equality for many years.
Primary Contacts
Gary OwensGary has worked at the East End Community Council for two years now, fighting for
neighborhood equality in the city of Bridgeport. He is a student, who is doing exceptionally
well at his community college. He can be reached by phone at 203-545-0383, or by email at
owensgary1128@yahoo.com.
Organization Mission
The East End Community Council’s primary mission is to bring positive change to the East End
community. They continuously fight for the neighborhood to be treated equally and fairly by
the government, regardless of race or socioeconomic status.
Current Issues
The community wants to Bring a grocery store, and a pharmacy to the East End. The nearest
pharmacy is a third of a mile outside of the neighborhood, which is seen to be inaccessible to
many of the East End residents. There has not been either of these establishments in the east
end for nearly 30 years. The community also wants to bring a Post Office back to the East
End. One of the major concerns of the community is to get rid of the growing metallic ‘Mount
Trashmore.’ As seen in the picture above, there is a growing pile of scrap metals in the

neighborhood that has little to no runoff control and is polluting the neighborhood and its
coastal waters.
Strategies
The East End Community Council’s main strategy is direct communication. Council leaders
want to make sure they communicate with East End residents on a one-on-one basis, asking
what the individuals of the East End want to see changed in their community. The
organization also makes sure that they stay in constant communication with community
leaders, like storeowners and pastors of the 20+ religious organizations in the area.
List of Collaborating Organizations
•
•
•
•

Bridgeport CARE
East Side Community Council
East End Neighborhood Revitalization Zone
Fairfield Environmental Justice Network

Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Falmouth
Falmouth, MA

840 Sandwich Road
East Falmouth, MA
www.uuffm.org
508-457-0449

Photo of the UUFFM Congregation taken from www.uuffm.org

Background/History of the Organization
The members of the Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Falmouth include scientists, teachers,
and others, who are involved with the ocean research centers in Woods Hole, on Cape Cod.
Like many Unitarian Universalist congregations, the Falmouth fellowship has long been
concerned about social justice issues. In the early 1990s, the Unitarian Universalist Fellowship
of Falmouth (UUFF) became interested in environmental justice issues. They were specifically
interested in Reverend Robert Francis Murphy’s environmental justice work, so he was invited
to come and lead the congregation.
Primary Contacts
Reverend Robert Francis Murphy, 508-563-5948, minister@uuffm.org
Reverend Robert Murphy is the spiritual leader of the congregation. He is a graduate of the
Harvard Divinity School and has a Masters Degree in public health from Boston University.
Rev. Murphy works with community agencies and labor unions on health and safety issues.
He is one of the founders of the Seventh Principle Project which is also known as the Unitarian
Universalist Ministry for Earth (UUMFE). In September 2011, Reverend Murphy was given a
Special Service Award by the Sierra Club for his human rights work, both domestically and
abroad.
Organization Mission
“[The Unitarian Universalists] celebrate diversity in beliefs, abilities, race, ethnicity, age,
gender, sexual orientation and economic situation. Unlike most religious organizations,
Unitarian Universalists do not advocate one fixed set of beliefs about God or life before or after
death although as individuals we may have such beliefs. Instead, we [Unitarians] united by
…seven principles and the conviction that it is what we do and how we live our lives that
matters most. [Unitarian Universalists] are about community and helping make the world we
live in the best it can be. [UU is] a welcoming congregation and a green sanctuary.”
The environmental justice work done at the UUFF is a reflection of the congregation’s religious
values and focus on human rights.

Current Issues
Members of the UUFF are currently involved in, and support, community gardening, energy
conservation and fuel assistance programs, emergency services, programs for protecting local
drinking water supplies, and world health issues.
Strategies
In 1991, Reverend Murphy helped to write a how-to-do-it textbook, Green Sanctuary
Handbook, for congregations involved with environmental justice work. During the last twenty
years, the book has been widely distributed among Unitarian Universalist congregations. The
book emphasizes four strategies for organizers who are working with religious organizations.
Congregations are asked to focus their attention, first, on their religious practices. Attention is
given to Sunday services, to the celebration of special days like Earth Day and Labor Day, and
to rites of passage, including weddings and memorial services.
Rev. Murphy recently spoke about environmental justice prior to a Passover Seder, in Newport,
Rhode Island. According to Reverend Murphy, “the religious roots of environmental justice
work go back to the Book of Exodus. The people who owned and managed ancient Egypt
cared about animals and their natural surroundings but Pharaoh and his friends were weak in
the human rights department. The Hebrew workers left Egypt.”
Religious education, for all age groups, is the Falmouth fellowship's second area of concern.
The congregation offers at least one program, every month, focused on an environmental
concern. Within recent months, the congregation has given special attention to population
issues and sustainable development. Programs on family planning and sex education are
offered as well and the congregation supports Planned Parenthood.
Stewardship is the third concern. The congregation tries to lead by example in energy
conservation, recycling, and in environmental methods for managing its meetinghouse and
grounds. Fair Trade products are purchased for coffee hours and dinners. The Falmouth
fellowship has installed solar panels to produce about a third of the electricity that the
meetinghouse uses.
The fourth strategy involves community action on environmental justice issues. Grassroots
strategies include community gardening and educating the community about energy and water
issues. The Falmouth fellowship participates in beach sweeps and community clean-up
activities. Members of the congregation have been active in local campaigns that have helped
to control the use of chemical pesticides and herbicides. Like many religious organizations, the
congregation provides emergency services in response to natural and manmade disasters. The
Falmouth fellowship sent volunteers and financial assistance to New Orleans in response to
Hurricane Katrina.

Environmental Justice League of Rhode Island
Providence, RI

“Iʼm excited to be part of this
summit. We're here to cultivate strong
leaders who see how their local
environmental problems are connected
to a much bigger picture -- and then can
work together to make change happen.”

1192 Westminster St.
Providence, RI 02909
Office: (401) 383-7441
info@ejlri.org

-Amelia Rose, Director

Background/History of the Organization
The Environmental Justice League of Rhode Island (EJLRI) began in December 2007, largely in
response to a proposal for construction of two schools on contaminated land. In 1999 the
Anthony Carnevale Elementary School was built on a municipal landfill and in 2007, the
Adelaide High School was built on the former Gorham Manufacturing Company (Gorham) site.
Gorham manufactured large quantities of silver which resulted in an enormous amount of toxic
chemical waste. Upon discovering the history
of the schools, lawsuits ensued and the EJLRI
was formed.
In 2007, EJLRI hired its first full time paid
employee, Amelia Rose andin 2008 expanded
its efforts to include community outreach.
A few short years later, in December of 2011,
EJLRI hired its second full-time employee—
Julian Rodriguez-Drix. Mr. Rodriguez-Drix
serves as EJLRI programs coordinator and
director of youth programs.
Primary Contact
Amelia Rose, Director, amelia.rose@ejlri.org
Julian Rodriguez-Drix, Program Coordinator, julian@ejlri.org
Organization Mission
“The Environmental Justice League of Rhode Island is an alliance of individuals and
organizations working together to promote environmental justice in Rhode Island through
advocacy, education, networking, organizing, and research. Our mission is to build power in
the communities most affected by environmental burdens by developing leaders to take action
to promote safe and healthy environments for all; so that we all have a healthy place to live,

work, and play regardless of race, ethnicity, or income.”
(http://ejlri.wordpress.com/about/our-mission/)
Current Issues
A lot of EJLRI’s current issues lie with abandoned or contaminated cites that are unsafe for the
public to be around. These sites contain unhealthy chemicals such as lead, silver and other
landfill chemicals. Another project that EJLRI is working on is the Green D(RI)ve bus. This bus
not only would run off of vegetable oil waste from local restaurant but will also be used to
showcase a multimedia movie discussing air pollution, different types of energy and other
environmental issues. This bus is meant to send the message of environmental justice to
viewers all over the state. The youth programs of EJLRI are the ones mainly working on this
Green D(ri)ve Bus.
Strategies
Most of the EJLRI’s strategies incorporate community engagement. EJLRI is gaining
community assistance through targeted outreach. Both Amelia and Julian expressed that there
is no set way to promote Environmental Justice because there are so many different types.
Efforts can vary from a newsletter, a social networking cite (facebook), an in-school
presentation, to personal door knocking. EJLRI outreach is essential to its continued
community support and hope for success.
List of Programs
Community Environmental College- A summer youth program that allows kids and teens
alike to choose from multiple classes involving Environmental Justice.
ECO Youth- An after school grassroots club for youth to discuss environmental justice issues
in the community.
Green D(RI)ve- A green bus run mainly by youth. This bus runs off of used vegetable oil
from local restaurants and showcases a multimedia video discussing environmental problems.
Green Teenz- EJLRI teamed up with Providence Housing Authority, Media, Youth, Television
(MyTV), and Rhode Island Legal Services to form Green Teenz. This program focuses on
Environmental Justice and the media.
Healthy Corner Store Initiative- This program gives healthy choices to replace sugary
drinks and junk food for the community in corner stores.
Science Café- An opportunity to learn from regional experts about hot environmental issues
while being educated about the effect of everyday things (such as cosmetics) on the
environment.

Childhood Lead Action Project
Providence, RI

“The U.S. EPA has declared
that our water supply has
dangerously high levels of
lead, and Providence needs a
real solution to that problem.”

1192 Westminster Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02909
401.785.131
leadsafekids.org

-Laura Brion
CLAP Community Organizer

-Person quoted, their
position
Background/History
of the Organization
The Childhood Lead Action Project (CLAP) has been an integral part of the Providence
community for nearly two decades, working with residents and city officials to greatly reduce
cases of childhood lead poisoning. CLAP is the only organization in Rhode Island dedicated to
this critical issue and has developed a successful plan to eliminate childhood lead poisoning.
By using grass-roots activism, the Childhood
Lead Action Project is able to deliver
community- based education, training and
support for parents and caregivers, and
advocacy for residents facing serious lead
related health risks. Since its inception in 1992,
the organization has played a significant role in
lowering the incidence of childhood lead
poisoning in Providence. As of 2011, the rate of
new childhood lead poisoning cases each year
has fallen to just 1%, down from over 8% at its
peak in the late 1990’s.
Primary Contacts
Roberta Hazen Aaronson
Liz Colon
Executive Director
Director of Training and Outreach
Roberta@Leadsafekids.org
Liz@Leadsafekids.org

(leadsafekids.org)

Laura Brion
Community Organizer
Laura@Leadsafekids.org

Organization Mission
Childhood lead poisoning remains the most pervasive, yet preventable environmental health
problem in Rhode Island. It is one of the most insidious indicators of environmental injustice—
children of color continue to have alarming rates of lead poisoning.

Over the years, the Childhood Lead Action Project has become recognized by the community
as a leading education and information resource on childhood lead contamination by the
community and as a catalyst for social change.
Current Issues
Providence is facing a critical issue with lead contaminated drinking water. This problem is a
result of an old housing stock and an aging city infrastructure. And while the Rhode Island
state government has acknowledged the issue and has begun performing partial lead pipe
removal, the Childhood Lead Action Project has voiced its disapproval for the process being
used. The removal of public water pipes will not dramatically improve the city’s water supply,
because lead pipes leading from the street level to individual homes were not included in the
scope of the project. In addition, CLAP believes that the lead dust created by the removal
process could further endanger residents without proper containment measures being taken.
Strategies
The basis for CLAP’s success lies in the education and outreach programs they have
developed. From door-to-door information sessions, to lead safety training classes and
local grass-roots advocacy events, the Childhood Lead Action Project does a fantastic job of
educating the public and giving the Providence community the tools to rally around the issue
of their children’s safety. Working in conjunction with Rhode Island’s department of health,
CLAP uses blood lead data taken by the department to identify areas of Providence with the
highest level of affected children. CLAP targets those areas heavily, offering education and
training programs to increase the neighborhood’s awareness of the issue. In addition to their
education and training efforts, the Childhood Lead Action Project regularly hosts fundraising
events. Proceeds are used partially to support CLAP’s education and training efforts and
partially to provide financial assistance to residents for lead remediation in and around their
homes.
List of Programs
Local Outreach Program- door-to-door information giving, targeted mailings, “lead Safe”
house parties, educational presentations, partnerships with enforcement and social service
agencies
Lead Safety Training Program- for property owners, tenants, contractors, social service
providers Lead Remediation Program- helps homeowners understand and apply for financial
assistance programs for lead remediation
Advocacy Program- political advocacy for children’s safety, works in conjunction with the
Get The Lead Out Coalition (GLOC) to defend good laws and to push for stronger regulation.

Toxics Action Center
Boston, MA (Main Office)

44 Winter Street, 4th floor
Boston, MA 02108
www.toxicsaction.org
Phone: (617) 292-4821

Photo of residents from East Providence
protesting a neighborhood polluter
(toxicsaction.org)
Background/History of the Organization
In 1987, largely in response to Pacific Gas and Electric’s (PG&E) improper dumping of toxic
waste, Robert Sargent founded Toxics Action Center (TAC). Woburn families were left to deal
with the health ramifications of PG&E’s dumping. Not only did this case catch the eye of
screenwriters, who went on to create A Civil Action, but also TAC founder Robert Sargent.
Sargent realized that no organization existed to assist local communities in the fight against
large corporations who may be committing an environmental injustice. Thus, Sargent created
Toxics Action Center as a public health non-profit organization dedicated to helping
communities help themselves. While their main office is in Boston, MA, Toxics Action Center
has offices in every New England state.
Primary Contacts
Claire Miller
Senior Community Organizer
Claire@toxicsaction.org
Sylvia Broude
Organizing Director
(617) 747-4407
Organization Mission
“[Toxics Action Center is dedicated to working] side-by-side with communities, providing
[them] with the skills and resources needed to prevent or clean up pollution at the local level.”
Current Issues
Toxics Action Center is consistently working with community groups who may be dealing with
and of the following issues: Energy Sources, Solid Waste Landfills, Incinerators, Gasification,
and Zero Waste, Pesticides, Illegal Junkyards, and Hazardous Waste Sites.

Strategies
Toxics Action Center uses organizing, networking, and events to empower communities
overburdened with polluting facilities. TAC focuses on training communities and individuals on
how to organize and run a successful campaign. The Center holds meetings for concerned
community members detailing how to: create a strong mobilizing message, organize a group
of concerned residents, conduct fundraising efforts for their campaign, and reach out to the
media. Organizers from TAC offer the following important workshops:
-

Planning a Winning Campaign
Developing an Effective Message and Materials
Building your group
Organizing a media event and making the news
Fundraising
Winning Community Votes
Planning for Public Hearings and Meetings
Partnership with Statistics for Action

Connecticut Coalition for Environmental Justice
Bridgeport, CT

925 Broad Street, 3rd Floor
Bridgeport, CT 06604
www.environmental-justice.org

“While everyone on this planet is being affected by
environmental and climate issues, Bridgeport is a
community that's really on the frontlines. And that's part
of the reason Bridgeport has been showing such
tremendous leadership.”

-Daniel Fischer, Intern Community Organizer (FCEJN)
Background/History of the Organization
Dr. Mark Mitchell formed the Connecticut Coalition for Environmental Justice (CCEJ) in
Hartford, Connecticut approximately 12 years ago. The Bridgeport office, known as the
Fairfield County Environmental Justice Network (FCEJN), was added shortly thereafter and
predominantly serves Fairfield County. There is a New Haven network as well. The CCEJ works
on a variety of issues ranging from asthma to chemical policy. Whether the organization learns
about issues through government officials or local residents, they listen.
Primary Contacts
Sharon Lewis
Executive Director of CCEJ
(860) 548-1133
sharonelewis2001@aol.com
Sheri Neely
Community Organizer of FCEJN
(203) 362-1138
sheri.neely@environmental-justice.org
Organization Mission
“The mission of Connecticut Coalition for Environmental Justice is to protect urban
environments primarily in Connecticut through educating communities, through promoting
changes in local, state, and national policy, and through promoting individual, corporate and
governmental responsibility towards our environment. We define environment as including the
places we live, work, play and go to school” (www.environmental-justice.org).

Current Issues
Currently, much of CCEJ’s efforts are focused on closing the coal plant in Bridgeport’s harbor.
The Bridgeport Harbor coal plant was built in 1968, and has impacted the lives of the people
who live, work, play and go to school within a three-mile radius. CCEJ wants to make
Connecticut the first state to be coal-free.

CTPost.com
Additionally, CCEJ is working on lowering the incidence of asthma and lead poisoning by
combating polluters and educating families about these health issues. CCEJ, along with
concerned community members, have been working to stop the Mark IV Construction
Company, Inc. and the Baptista Construction Company from continuing their ongoing polluting
and disruptive practices within Bridgeport neighborhoods.
Strategies
CCEJ provides environmental expertise about contaminants as well as education and outreach
opportunities for community members. By spreading the word and providing a place for public
opinion, CCEJ and community members are able to work together and support each other in
order to achieve the same goal: a safe and healthy environment for everyone.
Taking steps is essential and powerful. By helping polluters take one step to clean up and
become greener, it is easier for these polluters to take the next step until they are completely
environmentally friendly. The use of pressure is also key because polluters need to be aware
that our environment is important and that if necessary, CCEJ will take legal action.
CCEJ is a coalition itself, but in order to tackle pressing issues, they team up with other major
environmental justice groups. In relation the Bridgeport Harbor Coal Plant, the CCEJ just
joined the Sierra Club, Toxics Action Center, Connecticut Fund for the Environment, 350, and
Move On.org to help close down the plant.

Westfield Concerned Citizens
Westfield, MA

413-568-8562
westfieldconcernedcitizens@gmail.com

“We are asking EPA to
deny the air quality
permit based on
evidence we have
showing clean energy
does not come from a
smokestack.”
-Mary Ann Babinski,
Community Leader

Natural gas-fired powered plant
http://www.scientificamerican.com/medi
a/inline/9A78D14C-EF28-7B2DBackground/History of the Organization
154731BFF9590B27_1.jpg
Westfield Concerned Citizens (WCC) is a community action group made up of individuals who have
come together because of a common concern for the health and well-being of their neighbors and
environment. Westfield Concerned Citizens supports solutions that will educate the public on energy
efficiency, conservation and sustainability and address environmental justice concerns. In 2011, WCC
was awarded a grant from the New England Grassroots Environmental Fund (NEGEF) which has
provided them much support for their continuing efforts.
Primary Contacts
Mary Ann Babinski, 413-583-4115
mababinski@comcast.net
Organization Mission
“We believe that the health and safety of all people should come before power, politics & profitmaking.”
Current Issues
Westfield Concerned Citizens has been involved with the Pioneer Valley Energy Center (PVEC) power

plant project for over 4 years. PVEC is a proposed $400 million natural –fired power plant that would
provide power for approximately 430,000 homes. The PVEC plant is located in a minority area, and is
close to several schools.
Strategies
Westfield Concerned Citizens works hard to give community residents a voice in local politics. They are
trying to show people that their voice matters and that they can make an impact. Members of Westfield
Concerned Citizens attend town meetings to represent the community, and get their voice out.
List of Programs
The WCC organization is working to get Westfield’s youth involved in their projects. While they do not
have a formalized youth outreach project they have become increasingly more effective in their youth
outreach efforts. Westfield Concerned Citizens is looking to expand their youth program.

Chelsea Collaborative
Chelsea, Massachusetts

“Emissions reduction estimates
on all projects combined will
result in the annual removal of
6 ton of particulate matter, 38
tons of nitrogen oxides, and
1,200 tons of carbon dioxide
from the Chelsea Air”

318 Broadway
Chelsea, MA 02150
chelseacollab.org
617-889-6080 ext.110

-Catherine Maas, Board of
Health

Background/History of the Organization
The Chelsea Collaborative, a human activist
organization came into existence over 20
years ago. Since its inception, there have
been numerous improvements to the city.
The Collaborative began focusing their efforts
on improving air quality in Chelsea. Since
they started, emissions have been reduced,
yielding detectable improvements to air
quality since 2006 and with various grants,
emissions have been reduced. Along with
Above: A crowd gathers around the reefer trucks
focusing on the public health of the city the
with the newly installed energy efficient engines
Chelsea Collaborative does a fantastic job of
educating the city’s youth and mobilizing
residents of all ages to work to make improvements within Chelsea. The Chelsea Collaborative
develops programs based on the cities needs resulting in a well-rounded involved community.
One of their main goals is the work they do to improve air quality.
The urban industry city of Chelsea is located across the harbor from Boston and is 1.8 square
miles and home to approximately 40,000 people. It is a very diverse city with the majority of
the city being Latino. It is the third most environmentally burdened city in the state due to all
the industry located in Chelsea. This amount of industry has also lead this small city to have to
endure very heavy traffic at all hours of the day. The high quantity of vehicle emissions put an
enormous strain on the city’s air quality.

Primary Contacts
Jovanna Garcia Soto
Telephone: 617-889-6080 ext.104
Rose Ann Bon Giovanni
Telephone: 617-889-6080 ext.111
Organization Mission
“Empowering people, Building our community. [Is the Collaborative’s mission statement].
Everyday, for over 20 years, the Chelsea Collaborative has been making a difference in [their]
community and in people's lives. From [their] Green Space initiatives to [their] fight to protect
immigrant rights, [they] reach a broad base of diverse residents facing multiple issues of
inequality, oppression, and injustice. Through all of [their] projects, Chelsea residents have a
voice. Though [the Collaborative and residents have] improved Chelsea in many ways, there is
still work to be done - within [its] borders and beyond.“
Current Issues
The Chelsea Collaborative continues to improve air quality in the city and region through
innovative, supportive community-based and business-friendly partnerships. The Chelsea
Collaborative has had great success in the last several years obtaining partnerships with the
Environmental Protection Agency, the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection
and local businesses. The Collaborative is concerned as to whether the Diesel Emissions
Reduction Act (DERA) will be funded in the future. Currently, DERA funds much of the
Collaborative’s projects.
Strategies
The Chelsea Collaborative is very proactive when trying to accomplish its goals. They have
high attendance at meetings and the community is willing to speak up for what they want to
see happen. The support the community gives the organization is exponential, which is one
more of the many reasons that the Chelsea Collaborative has been so successful. Bringing
members from various organizations together for a common purpose and to problem solve has
been an effective method for the community. Forming community-based partnerships help
achieve a common goal. Chelsea residents care a lot about their community and enjoy having
a say in their local government.
List of Programs
Chelsea Youth Employment Initiative, Chelsea Green Space and Recreation Committee,
Chelsea Latino Immigrant Committee, Chelsea Latino Coalition, Chelsea United in Defense of
Education, Chelsea Community Fund, Environmental Chelsea Organizers, Shanbaro Community
Association, and Chelsea Citywide Tenants Association.

Rhode Island Legal Services
Providence, Rhode Island

“Rhode Island Legal Service’s
Mission is to provide high quality and
no cost legal assistance to poor people
on a range of civil matters”

http://www.rils.org/
56 Pine Street, Fourth Floor
Providence, RI 02903
(401) 274-2652

-Steve Fischback, Esq.

Background/History of the Organization
Rhode Island Legal Services (RILS) is Rhode Island’s major law
firm for low-income people with legal issues. The firm provides
free legal assistance to income eligible clients on a wide range
of civil matters including: domestic violence, child custody,
consumer disputes, housing (often related to eviction issues),
employment wages and hours, government benefits (i.e.
welfare, Medicaid, and social security), and bankruptcy and/or
foreclosure.

http://www.statesymbolsusa.org

The National Legal Services Corporation, a product of Lyndon B. Johnson’s war on poverty,
funds Rhode Island Legal Services. The Legal Services Corporation provides federal grants to
field programs around the nation to provide legal assistance to low-income Americans. RILS
began in 1969 but its’ environmental justice project was not added until 1999.
The environmental justice project was established after Providence community members
approached Steve Fischbach, community lawyer, seeking legal assistance in their fight against
the construction of two schools, (one elementary and one middle school) on an abandoned
landfill site. Fischbach is the only attorney from RILS who works on environmental justice
matters. However, he believes that RILS is committed to continuing its work on school siting,
healthy homes, and meaningful public involvement in contaminated site investigations and
clean ups--and will work with state planners to develop a comprehensive state sustainable
development plan that addresses housing, land use, transportation and economic
development.
Primary Contacts
Steve Fischbach
401-274-2652 X-182
401-453-0310 (fax)
steve.fischbach@gmail.com

Organization Mission
Rhode Island Legal Services’ environmental justice project is committed to addressing
disparities in environmental and public health conditions for low income Rhode Islanders, and
to insuring that lower income people have the same access to environmental government
decision making processes that more affluent Rhode Islanders have.
Current Issues
Fischbach is engaged with many environmental justice projects. He is working on legislation
currently pending in the Rhode Island General Assembly concerning the siting of schools on
certain types of contaminated sites. If passed, this legislation would ban the construction of
schools on sites where toxic vapors could migrate into the school buildings and further, would
require greater public participation in the school siting process when contaminated sites are
considered for school use.
Furthermore, Fischbach is working with environmental justice groups from across the nation in
an effort to influence the United States Environmental Protection Agency to properly enforce
Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. He and other environmental justice advocates meet on a
quarterly basis with the head of the Environmental Protection Agency to discuss EPA’s efforts
to improve Title VI enforcement.
Rhode Island was just awarded a Sustainable Community Initiative Planning grant, an initiative
of the Department of Housing and Urban Development. The purpose of this grant is to
complete the initiative called “A Sustainable Rhode Island” which will integrate four statewide
plans in the area of housing, economic development, land use and transportation. As a result
of RILS’s advocacy, the grant includes the formation of a “Social Equity Advisory Committee”
that will advise state planning officials about issues of concern to low income and minority
residents of Rhode Island. There are several groups collaborating on this project; Fischbach is
the Rhode Island Legal Services representative.
Strategies
Rhode Island Legal Services has many pamphlets designed to give community members quick
access to legal information. RILS also helps low-income individuals through education and
providing legal advice and representation in court cases. RILS advises and represents both
individuals and community groups.

Connecticut Coalition for Environmental Justice
Hartford, Connecticut

www.environmental-justice.org
(860) 548-1133
860) 548-1133

“The Goal of the CCEJ is
to protect low income
areas in Connecticut ”
- Norbert Kovacs,
Development Officer

The Hartford Incinerator
http://www.waterworld.com/etc/medialib/waterutility_mgmt.Par.92080.Image.300.158.1.gif

Background/History of the Organization
In 1998, amidst concerns about the
connection between municipal landfills and increased cancer and asthma rates, Dr. Mark
Mitchell, a public health physician and former Director of Health for the City of Hartford,
founded the Connecticut Coalition for Environmental Justice (CCEJ or Coalition). Since its
inception, the Coalition has taken an active role in clean air monitoring and the passage of
environmental justice legislation.
Primary Contacts
Hartford Community Organizer- Joe Wasserman (joe.wasserman@environmental-justice.org)
Development Officer-Norbert Kovacs (norbert.kovacs@environmental-justice.org)
Organization Mission
The CCEJ works to protect low-income urban environments in Connecticut. CCEJ defines
environment as including the places that we live, work, play and go to school. The Coalition
has a number of agency, governmental and community partners with whom they collaborate
to improve the environmental health of Hartford residents.
Current Issues
The CCEJ is currently working to revise Connecticut chemical policies—pushing for a ban on
the highly hazardous flame retardant chemical TRIS. CCEJ’s efforts are also focused on
increasing recycling efforts within the community, including recycling of mercury
thermometers. In addition to removal of hazardous chemicals, the CCEJ is involved in the fight
to shut down the Hartford incinerator due to the resultant pollution and associated health
problems. The CCEJ works on a vast array of issues, but its primary focus remains protection
of and improvement to the Hartford environment.

Strategies
The Connecticut Coalition for Environmental Justice uses a variety of strategies depending on
the specific issues they are dealing with. Strategies may include: community education on
problems as well as potential solutions, promoting changes in local, state and national policy,
and pushing for individual, governmental and corporate environmental responsibility.
List of Programs
The CCEJ works with the community to solve any environmental issues that arise. It
collaborates with the CT Department of Energy and Environmental Protection as well as the
grassroots organization Toxics Action Center.

Alternatives for Community and Environment
Boston, MA

“The ACE family is winning EJ
victories all the time: from
creating community gardens to
winning improved bus service and
energy efficiency improvements in
low income communities and
communities of color.”
-Staci Rubin, Staff Attorney

2181 Washington Street, Suite
301
Roxbury, MA 02119
http://www.ace-ej.org
617-4421-3343

Background/History of the Organization
In 1993, Charlie Lord and Bill Shutkin, two lawyers committed to social justice, recognized a
need for an “organic and powerful bottom-up model” for environmental organizing and
advocacy. This recognition led to the founding of Alternatives for Community and Environment
(ACE). Today, ACE is an organization composed of and led by the people it serves. ACE
organizes residents and builds coalitions to fight for environmental justice. Its bottom up
method has proven successful.
Primary Contacts
Lee Matsueda T Riders Union Director
E-mail: lee@ace-ej.org
Telephone: (617) 442-3343 ext. 229, Fax: (617) 442-2425
Staci Rubin Staff Attorney
E-mail: staci@ace-ej.org
Telephone: (617) 442-3343 ext. 236, Fax: (617) 442-2425
Organization Mission
“ACE builds the power of communities of color and low income communities in Massachusetts
to eradicate environmental racism and classism, create healthy, sustainable communities, and
achieve environmental justice.”
Current Issues
MBTA Fare increases/Service Cuts

ACE wishes to help the city of Boston recognize that there are more than two proposals to
reduce the MBTA’s budget shortfalls. Additionally, ACE worked to educate the public about the
probability of each proposal providing merely a short-term solution.
Strategies
ACE is an organization striving towards a systematic transformation of environmental justice
by eliminating the root causes of environmental injustice. ACE is a place where people can
come together to fight for their environment. Through ACE and its programs (See Below), the
people of Boston have a unified voice, empowering youth across the city and raising
awareness of environmental justice throughout the Boston area.
List of Programs
ACE has four programs in which they distribute their time and efforts. These programs
include: the Dudley Square Organizing Project (DSOP), T Riders Union (TRU), Roxbury
Environmental Empowerment Project (REEP) and the Environmental Justice Legal Services
(EJLS).
- The Environmental Justice Legal Services provides legal support to resident groups
working towards environmental justice. Through the coordination of the Massachusetts
Environmental Justice Assistance Network (MEJAN), a panel of over 200 lawyers,
environmental engineers, public health professionals and others, EJLS is able to work with
groups at no cost.
- The Roxbury Environmental Empowerment Project is an environmental justice
community-organizing program ran entirely by youth and supported by adults. It helps
develop young leaders in the Roxbury, Dorchester and Mattapan area. REEP volunteers lead
campaigns and classroom based action projects throughout the communities.
- The Dudley Square Organizing Project engages residents and community stakeholders
in campaigns to achieve environmental justice. Together, they organize a shared vision of
sustainable communities with green jobs and resources. They work to empower and organize
residents of Dudley Square to address local environmental justice concerns.
- The T-Riders Union organizes transit riders to fight for first class service in the greater
Massachusetts Bay area. T-Riders Union is a movement for equitable public transportation in
lower income communities and communities of color, demanding respect, equality, fair service,
accessibility, affordability and comfort for all.
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